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Tag Line:     

John is the mind, Kwon is the heart, Diaz is the law. 

Log Line:     

John, the artist savant, with Kwon martial arts expert, and Art 

Group are plunged into an underworld of conspiracy and 

murder. Aided by NYPD Chief Inspector Diaz, they battle 

through crimes of greed and passion to become an 

unauthorized world-class intelligence group. 

What lies beneath the art market’s beauty, wealth, and lies ...  

is uncovered. 
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Elevator Pitch 

John wakes up from a 7-year coma and walks out of the 

hospital only to collapse in a nearby ally. Kwon, a Korean-

American artist and martial arts expert, takes him in to her 

studio and nurtures him. John has no memory of past life. His savant awareness is a perfect learning tool. She 

teaches him art and Tai Chi. Free from karmic baggage his mind is in a state of grace. He becomes a famed 

artist with a group of talented followers. Our story begins when a murder of an artist friend at the Art House 

Gallery plunges them into an underworld of conspiracies. The commitment to hunt those responsible helps form 

a close alliance with NYPD Chief Inspector Diaz and her team. The loss of innocence is ignited by a sharp 

focus on an art world harboring villains. 

Bible and first 2 episodes screenplays on the web at:   https://arthouseconspiracies.com 

The passionate relationship between John, Kwon & Diaz is tried and tested.  These ordeals evoke the resolve 

and strength of character necessary to prevail. The audience is attracted by genre and are won over by amazing 

characters. Standing apart, these heroes maintain a workable world view.  Their actions become decisive turning 

points offering creative solutions to old problems. The series balances the lives and transformation of the key 

characters against a tapestry of conspiracies reaching from the world art market to individuals as well as state 

and multinational corporate interests. Rich characters bring passion to discovery of self and their destiny.  

 

Glen River is an artist, writer, producer, and director who creates movies centered on art and artists. In addition 

to his documentaries, his movies include the feature length narrative film - Mira's Song, and narrative shorts, 

The Big Secret, and Thugs. They set the stage for the Art House Conspiracies. New feature films planned are, 

The Brush Master is the story of John’s awakening from his coma to becoming a famous artist, and Kwon is the 

story of a Korean-American girl caught between self-doubt and repressive traditions. She emerges on the world 

martial arts scene as a champion and women's actualization activist. 
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